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The elaborate entrance of chad deity litcharts

Dramatists are told to “write what you know,” and young Kristoffer Diaz certainly knows the world of professional wrestling, its sainted tropes as formal as Kabuki. He’s also aware of wrestling’s metaphorical power, loading up “The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity” with a sardonic critique of all themes American in the guise of a WWF lampoon. The
acclaimed Pulitzer-finalist play arrives at the Geffen from Chicago and Gotham with original lead actors, helmer Edward Torres and audacity intact. If the entertaining spectacle lacks real anger and kick, well, so do the purveyors of the sport it portrays. Journeyman wrestler Mace (Desmin Borges) is our jivey, rapping tour guide from his sad-sack
position as regularly designated loser to the likes of flashy champ Deity (Terence Archie). If the former reminds you of Usnavi from “In the Heights,” while the latter conjures up Rod Tidwell demanding Jerry Maguire show him the money, that familiarity doesn’t reduce the appeal of their vigorous tag-team act. As Mace points out in his vaguely
anticapitalist way, “you can’t kick a guy’s ass without the help of the guy whose ass you’re kicking,” and these mugs have it down to a science. But Mace yearns to segue from stooge to entrepreneur, finding a meal ticket in a local Indian hip-hop phenom. “V.P.” (Usman Ally) is an utterly original creation, a wise wiseguy eager to grab the American
dream even at the price of performing rehearsed antics before booing crowds, in the persona of a Muslim terrorist called “The Fundamentalist.” (His specialty move the “Sleeper Cell” can floor any opponent, even one wrapped in the American flag. Throughout the play, such symbols crash like cymbals.) Cast newcomer Steve Valentine gleefully
exudes smarmy-Limey charm as a Vince McMahon figure, and Borges, Archie and Ally couldn’t be more riveting. Nor could their bouts be more convincing, fight choreographer David Woolley surely getting inspiration from real wrestlers Timothy Talbott and Justin Leeper in residence. Torres keeps the action lively and real, deftly shifting from
intimate truth-telling to the elaborate lies played out on canvas beneath Jesse Klug’s rock-concert lighting, abetted by Mikhail Fiksel’s extraordinarily rich sound design. But the whole is something less than the sum of its parts, its satirical jabs too diffuse, its themes too blatantly – and at times wearily and windily – spelled out by Mace. And there’s a
hollowness at the play’s center, in Mace’s nostalgia for the wrestling of his Bronx youth as viewed on a tiny TV with grandpa and brothers. Despair though he may about the profession’s decline in community and honor, there seems little difference in purity between Hulk Hogan’s old-time posturing bombast and Mace’s no-steenking-badges “Che
Chavez Castro” caricature. Either way, as “Dreamgirls” told us 30 years ago, it’s showbiz – just showbiz. That much, “Chad Deity” gets very well indeed. Talk about a political farce! The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity might as well be titled Divided America in the Time of Trump as Analogized Through TV Wrestling. Cohesion Theatre’s production
of the cerebral TV wrestling satire, which opened May 31 in Baltimore, is energetic and entertaining, and enthusiastically incorporates sports entertainment into traditional theater with a very clear political message. Tim German as Chad in The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity, now playing at Cohesion Theatre. Photo by Shealyn Jae Photography.
Chad Deity, written by Netflix’s Glow creator Kristoffer Diaz, probably seemed revolutionary when it was up for the Pulitzer Prize in drama after it debuted nearly a decade ago—back when America’s racism, hypocrisy, and ignorance were more under-the-radar. Today, with the MAGA crew brazenly embracing those un-great American qualities and
the newly politically aware more vocally acknowledging the messed-up-ness of assuming, for instance, that Indian people are Islamic fundamentalists, the show packs less of a punch, even though the script is very smart. News cycles and social media feeds are drenched with political correctness and incorrectness, and immigration and equality issues.
If you’re looking for escapism from the constant political hum, Chad Deity is not it. But, if you’re looking for a polished production that wholeheartedly embraces Trump’s America and its critics via pro wrestling, go see this show. Cohesion Theatre’s production of Chad Deity shines when its cast is in the spotlight, flinging themselves around an actual
wrestling ring in the middle of the basement “fallout shelter” at United Evangelical Church in the Canton neighborhood of Baltimore. The wrestling moves and elaborate entrances are impressive and add vigor to the monologue-filled play. The show examines what happens behind the scenes at THE Wrestling, a stand-in for World Wrestling
Entertainment, through the perspective of Bronx-raised, Puerto Rican professional fall guy, Macedonio “Mace” Guerra (Christian Gonzalez). Mace considers how racial identities are manipulated, distorted and caricaturized for the sake of fake-violent entertainment, which he has had a love-hate relationship with since he was a little kid. Christian
Gonzalez (Mace) and Jehan Sterling Silva (VP) in The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity, now playing at Cohesion Theatre. Photo by Shealyn Jae Photography. The “hero” of THE Wrestling is charismatic African-American wrestler Chad Deity (Tim German), who has appropriated the identity of a pummeling, “All-American” hip-hop mogul-type (more
Kanye or 50 Cent than Jay-Z; definitely not Kendrick Lamar). Introduced partway through the show is a new villain, Mace’s swaggering, Brooklyn-born Indian friend VP (Jehan Sterling Silva), who THE Wrestling’s bombastic CEO (Jason Hentrich) labels “The Fundamentalist,” racially insensitively complete with a turban, Greek worry bead necklace,
and yoga mat. Each actor enthusiastically embraces his wrestling performer’s personality, creating a nice melting pot of personas. German and Silva, who radiate bravado as Chad and VP, contrast well with Gonzalez’s charisma-challenged underdog Mace. These three actors do the heavy lifting with monologues, with Gonzalez skillfully memorizing a
short novel’s worth of lines. The supporting actors also make the most of their time on the sparse set, which is brought alive with excellent video montage projections by Silva and dramatic lighting by Serafina Donahue. Director Daniel Douek creatively keeps the action moving in and around the ring, as well as on an upper stage on top of what looks
like a closet already in existence at the church where Cohesion performs. As far as political theater is concerned, Chad Deity is an out-of-the-box way to experience some of America’s biggest personality flaws while enjoying a good powerbomb. Running Time: Approximately 2 hours, with a 15-minute intermission. The Elaborate Entrance of Chad
Deity, presented by Cohesion Theatre, plays Fridays and Saturdays at 8 pm, and Sundays at 4 pm through June 17, 2018, at The Fallout Shelter at United Evangelical Church, 923 S. East Avenue, Baltimore, MD. For tickets, purchase them online. Desmin Borges and Terence Archie in The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity (© Joan Marcus) Early on in
Kristofer Diaz's vivid, viscerally exciting The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity, now performing at Second Stage Theatre, we're told that "professional wrestling is the most uniquely profound artistic expression of the ideals of the United States." That those ideals turn out to be the racism, nationalism, and xenophobia that are part of pro wrestling's
tools to rabble-rouse is the intriguing crux of the play. Still, the work doesn't quite fulfill its tantalizing thematic promise and falls short of making a truly provocative statement, the play is fiercely original and hugely entertaining. It's also been given a top-notch production, under Edward Torres' direction, with a seemingly perfect cast. Part of the
play's excitement is that its main character is such a distinct, fresh creation. Macedonio (Desmin Borges), a 30-year-old Puerto Rican Brooklynite, gives us the low down about wrestling (read: America) in vibrant, although a bit too constant, hip-hop rhythmic narration. He loves wrestling so much he's willing to play patsy in the ring to make the
champions, like the ludicrously blinged out and pumped-up Chad Deity (Terence Archie), look better. Macedonio is no sucker, however; he knows very well how the untalented wrestlers like Deity are cast as the heroes of the ring on the backs of the talented wrestlers like himself who don't fit the mold of stereotypically flag-waving wrestlers. In fact,
Macedonio's belief in wrestling is made analogous to blind patriotism. And while his willingness to play the fool could have made him a hugely unappealing character; by dint of the power of the language that Diaz gives him and also by the vulnerability that Borges brings to him, he's a strangely poignant, electrifying comic original. Despite the
magnetic appeal of the main character and the excitement of the play's many wrestling matches (which usually too closely resemble pro wrestling in all its morally simplistic stereotyping to reasonably be called satirical), the playwright runs into trouble rendering the dramatic part of the play. When the playwright first introduces multi-culti street
hotshot Vigneshwar Paduar (Usman Ally), he has Macedonio believe, markedly out of character, that this new guy might be cast as one of the sport's heroes by his boss (Michael T. Weiss). Instead, the two are teamed and given new, insulting villain personas -- the new guy as a Muslim terrorist wrestler (whose specialty move is dubbed the "sleeper
cell kick") and Macedonio as his Mexican revolutionary sidekick. The playwright scores a lot of laughs off the ludicrousness of their new act, but doesn't adequately chart the friendship with the detail that would be needed to give the play dramatic conflict. It also should be noted, that the playwright steers entirely clear of some of pro wrestling's other
common targets for demonization, which would add heft to this slight if entertaining work. Loading...Loading...
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